In this paper, we propose a navigation algorithm oriented to multi-agent environment. This algorithm is expressed as a hierarchical framework that contains a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) structure. For simplification, we term our method Hierarchical Navigation Reinforcement Network (HNRN). In high-level architecture, we train an HMM to evaluate the agents perception to obtain a score. According to this score, adaptive control action will be chosen. While in low-level architecture, two sub-systems are introduced, one is a differential targetdriven system, which aims at heading to the target; the other is a collision avoidance DRL system, which is used for avoiding dynamic obstacles. The advantage of this hierarchical structure is decoupling the target-driven and collision avoidance tasks, leading to a faster and more stable model to be trained. The experiments indicate that our algorithm has higher learning efficiency and rate of success than traditional Velocity Obstacle (VO) algorithms or hybrid DRL method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The navigation problem of mobile robots has always been a hot topic. At present, researches on static obstacle scenes has made great progress, while there is still huge space for dynamic obstacle avoidance tasks. Moreover, dynamic collision avoidance navigation has great application prospects, such as multi-vehicle interaction scenarios in automatic driving and collaborative scenes in logistic warehouses.
Most of the dynamic navigation scenarios can be simplified into such an environment. After knowing the location of their target points, agents need to use their own onboard sensors (2D laser in this paper) to perceive the environment. They utilize the result of perception to avoid the dynamic obstacles (possibly other agents) in the process of moving forward and finally reach the destination quickly and safely. There have been many ways to solve such a hypothetical situation.
First of all, we think of globally centralized navigation algorithms. In this kind of algorithm, it is assumed that a central node controls the current location and the target position of all agents. In this way, we can avoid collision through some pre-planning paths, achieving the globally optimal route. But in practice, most scenarios do not have This research was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No: U1613216), and also financially supported by Economic, Trade and Information Commission of Shenzhen Municipality (Grant No. ZLZBCXLJZI20160805020016). 1 Wenhao Ding is with Tsinghua University, Beijing, China (email:dingwenhao95@gmail.com 2 Shuaijun Li is with The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, N.T,Hong Kong SAR, China (e-mail: sjli01@mae.cuhk.edu.hk) 3 Huihuan Qian, Yongquan Chen are with The Chinese University of Hong Kong Shenzhen, Shenzhen, China (email: hhqian; yqchen @cuhk.edu.cn ) * Yongquan Chen is the corresponding author. such a central node that collecting all participants' positions and targets. Moreover, even surrounding agents can only be perceived indirectly and imperfectly through real-world sensors. Based on the above limitations, more algorithms focus on the decentralized navigation. For dynamic collision avoidance scenarios, there is a class of VO algorithms and their variants that can achieve stunning results. Such algorithms use geometric relations to calculate the possible path of safe distance in real time. Experiments manifest that these methods could be effectively implemented in swarm navigation in large-scale situations. In these works, the authors assume that each agent knows the exact location and speed of surrounding agents, which in fact omits the precision environmental perception. Besides, a large number of hyper-parameters and prior assumptions are prerequisites.
In order to keep away from the shortcomings of above traditional methods, researchers attempts to use end-to-end DRL framework for perception and decision making with the development of DNN and DRL tools in the field of robotics. The core of DRL methods is to set up a reward function to guide the agent. When the actions taken by the agent are beneficial to the completion of the task, a high reward is given. On the contrary, when the agent makes some mistakes, it will be punished through receiving a low reward. Common problems of DRL methods are the difficulty of training and the slow speed of convergence. Especially in dynamic navigation scenarios, the whole framework not only completes the perception and feature extraction of frontend but also contains a complex reward function for the task of target-driven and collision avoidance. Research shows that such a multitasking complex reward often makes the reinforcement network more difficult to train and easier to fall into local minimum value.
Inspired by some recent works of DRL, we propose a hierarchical reinforcement learning method called HNRN for dynamic navigation scenarios and the schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1 . In high-level structure, we build an HMM named Evaluation Net to classify the environment perception. Then this HMM gives a hazard coefficient, which is used to control the low-level decision-making process. The structure of low-level is divided into two parts, corresponding to two sub-tasks of dynamic navigation: target-driven and collision avoidance.
In target-driven sub-task, we use the position and the angle difference between the target point and the current point to drive the agent, which is the best decision for agents in the absence of obstacles. While in the collision avoidance part, we exploit the DRL framework to train a model that accomplishes the dynamic obstacle avoidance task. Its reward function involves only a single task, greatly reducing the training difficulty of the model.
According to the experience of human beings, we move forward to the target directly in an open environment, but at congested traffic junctions or in the middle of the crowd, the prior task is to find a relatively low complexity path, sometimes even the opposite direction to the target. Once entering a relatively simple scene, it is much easier to move towards the target efficiently. In the experiment section, we prove that this hierarchical framework greatly reduces the time of training and keeps the same success rate with other algorithms.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we will introduce some works and technology related to our methods, discuss their insight and some limitations, and then summarize the contribution of this article.
A. Velocity Obstacle Algorithms
To tackle the problem of dynamic collision avoidance, one of the most important kinds of algorithm is VO algorithm. The fundamental thought of it is to preclude velocities that possibly lead to collision. The original work of VO [1] helps the agent simply avoid possible collisions in the future and has achieved great results. On this basis, RVO [2] solves the tremor problem in [1] . It assumes that other agents will also avoid obstacles instead of remaining stationary. OCRA [3] further extends RVO [2] to more robots and more complex condition by optimizing the original algorithm.
After the emergence of the OCRA, a series of deformation algorithms appear later, such as HRVO [4] , NH-OCRA [5] , OCRA-DD [6] . Although the effectiveness of these traditional algorithms is outstanding, they also have some limitations. First, the premise of this kind of algorithm for VO is that each agent has a sensor of perfect, which can collect the position, speed, and shape of all surrounding agents in the environment. Of course, this is usually not implementable in the actual scene. Secondly, as a non-learning-based algorithm, there are many hyper-parameters to be adjusted, and the process of adjusting parameters is often time-consuming and laborious.
B. Navigation with Learning-based Methods
In addition to the above traditional VO algorithm, another part of the attention is focused on learning-based methods. First of all, a relatively simple way is to use supervised learning [7] , [8] , [9] . Through a large number of manually calibrated data or traditional behavioral data, obstacle avoidance navigation problem in the same scenarios could be solved. [7] directly use CNN to process raw RGB image and depth image respectively. [8] constructs an autoencoder to encode and decode the perception and output control actions. [10] introduces imitation learning to solve this problem.
Although the convergence speed of these methods is fast, supervised learning methods have disadvantages of poor transferability and require a larger amount of annotation data. To compensate for these shortcomings, researchers begin to utilize the idea of DRL. The rise of DRL comes from an article of Deepmind [10] . They propose Deep Q Network (DQN) that introduces deep representation learning into reinforcement learning and exceeds human players in Atari games. Then a series of continuous action learning algorithms appears, such as Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [11] , Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [12] and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [13] .
Combined with the framework of DDPG, [14] trained a model that navigates in a static environment with 10dimensional laser range findings as input. Chen et al. propose decentralized non-communicating algorithms [15] , [16] , [17] for multi-agent obstacle avoidance navigation tasks in a dynamic environment. [18] , [19] focus on the generation of social behavior in the dynamic scenarios through Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) or Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL) algorithm.
C. Hierarchical Task and Motion Planning
Aiming at solving the motion planning problem, a kind of hierarchical method has achieved great results. [20] and [21] combine task and motion planning. Firstly, they judge the type of the task and then select the specific control strategy according to the current task. Hierarchical ideas are also used in the DRL framework. [22] proposes a cascaded DRL framework to determine the current perception type at the high level and select specific behavior in the low level, according to a kind of pre-trained strategy. Ma et al. [23] also introduce a hierarchical framework for coordinating tasklevel and motion-level operations.
Hierarchical structures, along with many advantages, are quite similar to human decision-making process. Most significantly, decoupling task type and the specific decisionmaking process greatly speeds up the training stage and reduce training difficulty. In [22] , [24] , the high-level structures are completely independent, which is not reasonable. Thus, how to establish the connection between tasks is an open problem worthy of study. In addition, how to accurately determine current task is also an important research point. [22] utilizes supervised learning, but our perception of the environment is very complex in many cases, leaving this method not applicable.
D. Our contribution
Inspired by the advantages and limitations of the above methods, we propose the HNRN to solve navigation problems in dynamic environments. Our contributions are as follow:
• Using reinforcement learning method to solve the dynamic obstacle avoidance problem without a lot of training data to be annotated and hyper-parameters to be adjusted. • Decoupling the target-driven and the collision avoidance task to speed up the training process of DRL greatly. • Using hierarchical architecture to extract high-level results to select specific strategy actions at low-level. • Utilizing the scheduling of HMM to reasonably classify the current task.
III. METHOD
In this section, we will introduce the structure of the whole system in detail. The structural diagram of the whole system is shown in Figure 2 .
A. Brief Description
First, our system is divided into two levels, the part of high level is responsible for the perception of the overall environment, and then gives a score on the current risk. According to this score, we choose the behavior of low level. Low-level system includes two solutions to different scenarios: for target driven tasks, we directly use a differential drive system; for dynamic collision avoidance tasks, we train a DRL network. Next, we will introduce each module separately.
B. High-level Evaluation Module
The right part of Figure 2 is the high-level module, which we call Evaluation Module. Based on the characteristics of the continuity of agent motion, we use HMM to implement this module. [25] and [26] have also proved the competence of HMM to extract primitives from raw data. HMM is a time series model containing two types of Markov processes. Its mathematical form is usually expressed as (1) .
The specific meanings of A, B and Π are shown in (2)-(4), where A represents state transition matrix, B represents observational state probability matrix and Π is initial probability distribution of hidden state.
Here we input 2D laser data as the observation state and regard the environment in which agents are as hidden states. Since laser data is continuous, we choose to use Gaussian HMM. The specific meaning of the hidden state represents the distance and intensity of the obstacles. In the actual system, the number of hidden states is set to 10. After training, the laser data can be automatically divided into 10 categories with our HMM. Some raw laser data results are displayed in Figure 3 .
Since the classification number of HMM does not have stationary correspondence, we still need to sort the hidden states' number. Here we use the average reward value of each state to sort them, and the definition of the reward function is (5) , where L max represents the max value of laser data, and l(n) represents the laser range of n degree.
It can be seen that the value of the reward is related to the area covered by laser, which reflects the complexity around agent.
C. Low-level Control Module
The left part of Figure 2 is the low-level module, which we call Control Module. It contains two independent submodules, corresponding to two different sub-tasks. First, we calculate the speed component of forward and rotating by (6)-(8) with agent position, target position and direction angle of the agent. Therefore, the agent will arrive at the target with the fastest speed and the shortest path without obstacles [27] . In (6) , (X t , Y t ) and (X a , Y a ) represent the position of target and agent respectively. yaw a is the yaw angle of agent.
desired y = sin(desired angle ) ( 8 ) In order to tackle the task of dynamic collision avoidance, a DRL network is imported, whose state space S is laser data and action space A is the velocity component of forward and rotating. Since we only need to evaluate the situation around the current agent, it doesn't have to do with the specific location of the agent. Thus, there is no need to introduce coordinate information into S. This DRL network adopts the training method of DDPG.
Compared with previous end-to-end framework [28] , [29] , the reward in the training process is more concise. It contains only two parts, one is the coverage of 2D laser in (5) , and the other is the punishment after the collision. To ensure that the result of the final output layer of the network is in a reasonable range, the last activation function is tanh, so that both v x and v z can be restricted to [-1, 1] .
D. Action Selection
After getting the environmental evaluation results and the two kinds of control action of low-level, The fusion of the two actions are needed to get a final control output. We use the weighted average by adjusting the proportion of the outputs of the two sub-modules of low-level according to the re-ordering results of the hidden state of high-level. The specific weighting formulation is shown in (9) .
Based on such a fusion method, the target-driven task will be carried out directly in the case of less surrounding obstacles. In the case of large amount of surrounding obstacles, the priority should be the task of avoiding obstacles.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Evaluation Criterion
In these experiments, we choose multiple criteria to make a multi-faceted comparison. These criteria include: (1) the convergence time of model training, (2) the success rate of reaching the target, (3) the collision rate with other agents, (4) the time spent during navigation, (5) the trajectory length during the navigation.
The first one is mainly to compare training difficulty among end-to-end DRL method, supervised learning method and our method. The second one is the most important criterion. It reflects the ability of the system to completely avoid obstacles and reach the target point. The third one represents the collision times with other agents of all samples. The latter two are auxiliary evaluation criteria, which are used to further explore the efficiency of each algorithm.
B. Experiment Settings
The whole simulation platform is built with Gazebo, and the robot model is TurtleBot3. TurtleBot3 is a differential driven robot which has two active wheels and one driven wheel. It has a depth image sensor and a 2D laser, but we only use the 2D laser in this paper. The simulation scene is a square plane, whose size is 12m×12m. In the experiment of 2, 4, 8 and 16 agents, we put the target at the farthest point on the diagonal line of each agent. While in the experiment of 20 and 32 agents, we set the position of agents and targets randomly. 
C. Convergence Rate
In order to compare the convergence rate of different methods, we recorded the training loss of actor in DDPG, which is shown in Figure 4 . We display three methods here. The first one is an end-to-end DRL framework with a hybrid reward, in which the agent learns target-driven and collision avoidance at the same time. The second one is a two-stage DRL method. Its training process is divided into an obstaclefree environment and a collision avoidance environment. We first train the agent in a clear scene with a target, and then change the environment into a multi-agent scene. The third method only has a collision avoidance reward, and it is the model we use in our HNRN method.
From the top image of Figure 4 , we can see that the hybrid reward method has a low convergence rate than the other two. Although the two-stage method has a faster convergence at the first stage, it reaches the minimum value later than the third method. Because the two-stage method has a rebound when the second stage begins.
Besides the actor loss, we also present the success rate of 20 agents. According to the bottom image of Figure 4 , the first method (Red line) has a near-zero success rate during the first-half phase of training. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the hybrid reward is much difficult to train. The agent is usually confused by the complex reward function. Our method (Blue line) achieve some success case at the beginning of the training because of its target-driven policy. And after several epochs, our method achieves a better result than the other two methods.
D. Comprehensive Experiment
Some comprehensive experiments are designed and implemented to evaluate the performance of our method. The result of these experiments is displayed in Table I . We select four methods to compare and we implement the experiment on several numbers of agent to study the influence of the density of the agent. As the agent number increases, the spent time and trajectory length increase. The reason is that the more agents there are, the less free space they have. Thus, they find it more difficult to search a safe path to the target.
Reinforcement learning method [28] and our HNRN method behave almost the same in a small agent number environment. However, in the scene of 20 and 32 agents, our method achieves a better result than DRL method [28] . This result proves that our method performs better in a complicated environment because of the hierarchical structure. As for the success rate, our method also outperforms other methods. The collision rate represents the situation that one agent hits another one. It can be concluded from the Table I that collision scenes account for most of the failure cases in out method, rather than trapped by other agents. In contrast, most of the failure cases of [28] are trapped cases. The reason is that the agent trained by hybrid reward doesn't learn enough strategy to deal with much complicated environment.
Traditional method OCRA [3] successes in most cases, both simple and complicated. However, this method spends more time and longer trajectory to get to the target in the complicated scene. The lack of learning-based policy accounts for this result.
The performance of the supervised learning method is the worst, whose training data comes from the traditional method OCRA [3] . The fact that the amount of training data is not enough to cover all situations limits this method. For some simple environment, the agent trained by supervised learning can reach the target, but in a more complicated scene, it fails.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical navigation framework, which utilizes reinforcement learning and HMM. Our method consists of two levels. In high-level architecture, an HMM is trained to evaluate the agent's environment in order to obtain a score. According to this score, adaptive control action will be chosen. In low-level architecture, two subsystems are introduced, one is a differential target-driven system, which aims at heading to the target, the other is a collision avoidance DRL system, which is used for avoiding obstacles in the multi-agent environment. We compared our method with traditional ORCA method, supervised learning method and a two-stage reinforcement learning method. The experiment results demonstrate that ours outperform others in the complicated environment.
There are still some limitations of this work. We only evaluate our algorithm in simulation platform, and the navigation scene is quite simple. Some static obstacles and scenes of complex shape should be tested for more detailed verification. The shape of the robot is also a significant factor for navigation algorithm, thus heterogeneous shapes should be included in future work. In spite of all these insufficient conditions, our work briefly proves the advantages of a hierarchical framework for target-driven tasks. 
